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I’m in Exeter visiting my 86 year old
parents who are both sadly not in the
best of health. My mother has been in
hospital for the past two weeks and
visiting her today, it struck me that
there were no flowers around. Health
and safety seem to have put an end 
to such visions of pleasure at the hos-
pital bedside. Mind you, as a nurse 
on the wards in my twenties, flower
arranging was never one of my strong
points, but flowers brought pleasure
and it’s sad that that aspect has gone.
Nor did I see many cards on display,
surely they haven’t been banned as
well? My mother has received many,
but requests they be brought home 
as she finds there is almost nowhere
to display them. Perhaps we should
create a hospital friendly variety! 

On the question of health, mine is
good these days but I now have a list
of 100 things I’d like to do before I die!
Now I don’t say that with any insight,
and have no plans for it to be soon,
but my husband and I have been
making an effort to plan our social
time together in a more structured
way. As a hospital doctor, Peter is so
very busy and time is at a premium.

So, over the summer we did a 
couple of things on ‘that’ list. The 
first was to go to a performance at
Shakespeare’s Globe on the bank of
the River Thames one balmy evening
in August. We took a bus to St. Paul’s
Cathedral and walked across the 
Millenium Bridge to get there, the
views were stunning. The play was
amusing, the costumes sumptuous in
their design and rich fabrics and we
sat on the wooden benches up in the
middle tier. My only problem was the
heads of the people in front which
marred my view somewhat. 

As we were about to begin the 
second half, someone in the seats 
directly above spilt their beer, which
proceeded to pour then trickle down
through the slatted floor boards onto
the seats in front of us making it 
impossible for the people to remain

seated there, 
so they were 
moved to an-
other place. 
Hey presto, 
by chance I 
had a good 
view – and the play, well it was of
course All’s Well That Ends Well!

Then, on 10th September, we went
to the Last Night of the Proms. I’d
watched it for years saying how much
I’d like to be there. However, the chal-
lenge is to get a ticket, so to overcome
this, Peter bought us season tickets
which guarantees a place. The down-
side was they were up in the gallery,
and it meant standing or taking in a
rug or cushion to sit on the floor! We
went to a few concerts in the season
and got to learn the easiest places to
head for, if in good time. 

On the last night, I had bought a
‘special’ walking stick which had a
neat little seat attached - perfect I
thought, as once down on the floor
these days, I find getting up again
more of a challenge! Sadly my well
laid plans were scuppered as the 
attendant on duty, as we queued to
get in, requested we booked the said
item (possibly perceived as a ‘danger-
ous weapon’) into the cloakroom or
we couldn’t enter! Ah well, the excite-
ment of the evening was sufficient
that I managed to stand for most of 
it, resorting to the floor only when 
absolutely necessary. We even had 
a flag that Peter waved and it was a
night that made me feel very patriotic
and proud to be British! Only 98 more
very special things to do, but for now
I’m off to create a miniature card for
my Mum. I'm going to look at the new
‘Card Gallery’ section of the website
for inspiration, it's brilliant!

Enjoy your Christmas card making!
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Die-Cut Découpage
By Jenny Kearley

INTRODUCTION:

These are quick and easy Die-Cut 3D Découpage sheets,
simply press out and layer. Use the layer hints below to help
make your designs look really special. 

Noel and Snowman: DCD549
Card: JA07U-51 Hammer Blue. Stick layer 1
into the card and glue the card closed. Score a
line across the front panel at either side of the
aperture (8cm from the open end). Cut around
the top of the circle and fold along the scored
line so that the circle stands up. Cut a base 
and decorate with 
ZL807U-42.
Layer Tips: 
Layer 3:
Curve the 
top of 
the scarf 
down. Layer 4: Glue the bottom of the 

scarf and the wide end of 
the carrot. Glue the neck 
of the scarf at the sides 
and the top of the tail. 

Glue the end of the stick 
arm to the body.
Layer 5: Curve the top of 

the scarf down and glue 
the bobble by the ‘e’. Use a 
little sticky fixer on the holly 
leaves and glue the berries.
Layer 6: Do the same with 
the holly.

Snow and Snowman: DCD550 
Card 1: JA07U-45 Hammer white with snowflake
corners ZL806U-42 and borders XL701U-02. Will
also fit into JA08U.
Card 2: HG03U-43 Linen White. Half the front panel
is cut away before the design is mounted. I’ve used
SR190P paper with a mix of snowflake stickers in
white, silver and glitter lilac. The large snowflakes
are XL/ZL631U.
Layer Tips: 

Layer 2: Just allow the stick arm to bend down 
to layer 1.
Layer 3: Curve the sides of the body down.
Layer 4: Curve the top of the hat down.
Layer 5: Cut above and below the robin’s wing 
and lift the wing a little. Glue the top of the 
scarf. Glue the wide end of the carrot. Glue 
the sides of the fur trim.

Deer with Robin: DCD551
Card: SF01C-122 Pearl turquoise, partly covered with SR182P. 
Layer Tips: 
Layer 3: Curve the 
straight sides of 
the trees down.
Layer 4: Cut be-
tween the head 
and ear on both 
sides, curve the 
head down and 
the ear up slightly. 
Glue the top point 
of the deer’s back.

Deer Under
Tree: DCD552
Card: SL01U-43 
Linen white, design 
mounted onto pearl 
card CNT133C.The 
sticker is ZL803U-
42 with gem berries, placed over white bel satin ribbon MTR22-00.
Layer Tips: 
Layer 2: Use sticky fixers on the bottom edge of the tree and glue at the top
and the side. Glue the bottom of the deer.
Layer 3: Do the same to the tree. Cut through the snow below the deer and
up around the haunch, curve the body down and make sure to place a sticky
fixer on the haunch. Glue the snow under the body.
Layer 4: Glue the top corner of the tree. Sticky fix the snow foreground 
overlapping the bottom of the deer.
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Christmas Basket: DCD545
Card: SL01U-46 Hammer cream. Cover with SR109P paper, 
then trim a 34mm strip from the edge of the front panel and stick
onto the open end of the back panel. Decorate as shown using
glitter board GB01A4, green card and red ribbon.
Layer Tips: 
Layer 2: Curve the sides of the basket down and glue the end of
the handle.
Layer 3: Glue the single white flower at the stem. Curve petals 
of the single yellow flowers up and sticky fix by the centres only.
Cut between the two leaves by the top right white flower and
shape. Cut between the leaf and berries, curve the berries down.
Cut along each side of the handle down to the berries and curve
both sides down. Sticky fix into place and glue the end of the
basket handle.
Layer 4: Glue the basket handle as before.
Layer 5: Curve the white bud down by the stem. Cut between 
the petals of the white flowers and shape them according to the
painting before sticky fixing into place.

Poinsettia Basket: DCD546
Card: HG03U-43 Linen white covered with SR102P paper. 
Layer Tips: 
Layer 2 Curve the sides of the basket down.
Layer 3: Cut below the holly leaf with the red tip and curve the
leaf up a little. Sticky fix the main part in place before the single
flower so the red tip of the leaf goes below the flower. Sticky fix
the two single leaves and glue at the top points.
Layer 4: Glue the leaf group by the berries. Curve the petals of all 

flowers to shape.

Bear with Snowman: DCD547
Card 1: JA08U-49 Hammer red, with border stickers ZL802U-42
and ZL803U-42. 
Card 2: AP53U-49 Hammer red. Carefully cut the centre from
layer 1 making it 100mm square, then the border will fit outside
the aperture with a narrow red edge between the image & border.
Layer Tips: 
Layer 2: Cut between the strips on the hat bobble and shape
them. Cut between the leg and the boot and curve the leg down.
Layer 3: Glue the bear where he joins the snowman. Curve the
hat down by the robin. Use a small piece of fixer in the centre of
the robin’s hat fur and glue both sides. Curve the sides of the 
tiny snowman down.
Layer 4: Glue the right hand side of the bear’s face and both
sides of the hat brim. Cut between the head and top hat brim on
both sides and curve the brim down at the cuts. Cut between the
scarf and head for about 1cm on both sides and curve the scarf
down at the ends, sticky fix into place and glue both sides of the
scarf. Glue the bear’s arm at the shoulder.
Layer 5: Sticky fix hat brim at the holly only, then glue both ends.
Glue the wide end of the carrot nose and both sides of the scarf.

Bear With Presents: DCD548
Card: HG03U-43 Linen white covered with SR187P and SR209P
paper, with snowflake stickers in white and silver. 
Layer Tips: 
Layer 2 Glue the bottom edge of the present down.
Layer 3: Sticky fix into place ensuring there is a fixer below the
present of layer 2 to lift the snow under the present.
Layer 4: Curve the point of the hat and the back of bear down.
Layer 5: Begin with the bear’s head, cut between the hat and the
ear, bend the ear up and curve the hat down at the cut. Sticky fix
and glue by the presents. Glue the arm at the shoulder.
Layer 6: Sticky fix the hat fur trim by the centre only and glue at
both ends.
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the cut and lifting the ear slightly. Cut be-
tween the top of the legs and the body
and curve the body down at the cuts.
Small deer, cut between the leg and leaf
curving the leaf up. Cut between the top 
of the legs and body, on the painted lines,
and curve the body down. Curve the top
of the snow by the cliff down.
Layer 5: Cut between the ear and top of
the head, curve the head down and lift the
ear a little.

Squirrels in the Snow: PKDCG002
Layer 3: Back squirrel, cut between the
ears and bend the back one down, Cut
above and below the front paw and curve
the tummy and nut down, lifting the arm
slightly. Front squirrel, cut between the
main tail and the bushy end bit to the top
of the curve, curve the end bit down.
Layer 4: Cut part way between the
haunch and the foot, curving the haunch
up. Glue the top of single pine cone. Cen-
tre pine, cut between the leaf and the pine
cone on both sides, curve the cone down.
Glue the top of the snow.
Layer 5: Top pine cone, cut between the
branch and cone on both sides, curving 
the right one down and the left up. Sticky
fix and glue the top of the snow. Curve 
the sides of the face down and place the
fixer low so the top lays back a bit. Cut
part way between the cones and curve 
the sides down on each. Sticky fix into
place and glue at the top.
Lantern Motif Layer 3a: Curve the 
pine cone down at the sides and glue 
at the top.

Layer Tips: 
Layer 2: Cut between staff and dress and glue the
bottom of the staff.
Layer 3: Cut between the small orange side of the
dress and underskirt, curve the dress down. Cut the
small fold on the right of the underskirt and curve the
small bit down. Cut between the right shoulder and
hair, curving the hair down.
Layer 4: Cut between the hair and face at the side,
curve the face down and glue the hair at the shoulder.
Glue the dress at the shoulders and at the small point
on the right.
Layer 5: Cut along the folds of the dress and curve
each fold to give a nice shape to the folds. Sticky fix
the folds and glue the top at the waist. 

Deer in the Snow PKDCG001
and Squirrels PKDCG002
These two beautiful foiled designs are sold as a pack, complete with the découpage
sheet, a card blank made especially for them and an insert printed with a special Christ-
mas message. The little corner motifs are foiled and layered, and all the useful extra
pieces on the sheet are foiled too. Pictorial instructions for these designs are included 
in the pack. Follow the layer tips below for even more stunning results.

Deer in the Snow: PKDCG001
Layer 3: Cut between the top of the legs and body of the large deer and curve the body
down at the cuts. Cut between the deer’s leg and cliff, curve the cliff down.
Layer 4: Cut between the top of the ear (large deer) and head curving the head down at

Winter Mountains:
DCD553
Card: HG03U-43 Linen 
white covered with SR065P 
paper. The border is the 
waste from ZL802U-42 on 
white glitter board GB04A4.
Layer Tips: 
Layer 1: Place sticky fixers 
along the left edge of layer 1,
then add 1A onto this, mat-
ching the edges and the 
picture. Add sticky fixers at 
the left edge of 1A and over-
lap with 1B in the same way.
Layer 2: Cut the ice at each 
indent, between the top and 
the step and curve each 
step down at the cut.
Layer 3: Sticky fix arm section in place and glue the sleeve at the shoulder,
the cloak at the top edge and the bottom of her staff. Cut between her hair
and his shoulder and curve the shoulder down. Cut between his crown and
head on the left side and curve the head down (this allows the hair to look
better on the next layer).
Layer 4: Glue the bottom of her hair at the shoulder. Glue the dress at the
bodice centre.
Layer 5: Cut between the bottom of the staff and cloak, and up the left side
of the staff to the point where there is cloak on the right too. Cut from the 
top down to the hand. Curve the back of the cloak down, glue the shoulder
and the bottom of the staff. Cut partway between the hair and beard from
the bottom edge, curve the hair down at the cut and glue along the top
edge. Glue her sleeve at the shoulder.
Layer 6: Glue the sleeve at the elbow.

Snow Princess: DCD554
Card: HG03U-48 Pale blue. This is covered with SR067P wintery sky 
paper, the sticker border is ZL801U-42, on white glitter board, with scrolls
ZL807U-42 below the image.



Mr & Mrs Snowman
By Judith Hunnisett
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Découpage Paper: SD385.

Card: CRE04C Brown.

Mirri Paper: MIR01P Gold and
MIR09P Green.

Glitter Board: GB04A4 White.

Peel-Off Stickers: 
XL443U-05 Holly.

Brown and Green Felt Tip Pens.

Glitter Glue: 
STK007 Icicle and STK011 Red.

Clear Gems: GEM29.

Tracing Paper and Pencil.

Craft Knife or Scissors.

P.V.A. Craft Adhesive, Sticky Fixers 
and Double Sided Tape.

Card Mount: SF01C-115 Pearl Regal Blue.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Work the découpage from layer two onwards.
Highlight little bits on the hat, scarves and holly, using
the white glitter glue and stick into place on the card.

Cut out the greeting panel, stick onto glitter board
and cut to leave a narrow border all around it. Sticky
fix into place and add a gem on both ends.

Actual Size
Continue these flowing lines for about another 1cm

Cut a piece of gold paper to 7cm deep and white
glitter board to 6cm deep, both the same width as
the card. Draw a wave across them using the dia-
gram as a guide for the shape. Cut along the lines
and stick the gold and then the white to the bottom
edge of the card, double sided tape is best for this.

Trace the tree and the fence, transfer to the brown 
card and cut out, I did mine twice and stuck them 
together to make them thicker. Use the brown felt 
tipped pen to add a little shading to the edges. Then 
add white glitter glue snow to the 
fence. Glue the tree into place 
and sticky fix the fence 

over the tree.

Cut the little bits of grass from the découpage 
sheet and add along the fence.

Stick a mix of holly leaves onto green mirri 
paper. Cut them out and use a green felt tip to 
colour the white edges of the paper. Shape the 
leaves and glue them to the tree by the berries
only, using the photo as a guide for positioning. 
Use red glitter glue for the berries, adding a dot 
to the single leaves to look like a berry. 



Sparkly Squares
By Sheila Davies
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Stitched On: 10 Count Interlock Tapestry Canvas
(sprayed with Gold Fabric Paint). 

Stitch Count: Width 30 x Depth 30.

Tapestry Yarn: Red or Blue, Red Lurex or Blue
Lurex, Ivory and Gold Lurex.

Card Mount: AP55U-49 Hammer Red or 
AP55U-51 Hammer Blue.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

The 10 count tapestry canvas used in this design
has large holes allowing the chunky yarn to pull
through easily (bottom left, actual size). Begin at the centre with a red or blue filled square,

following the chart for the stitches. Continue filling in
all the small squares shown in this colour. 

Next work the empty squares between these filled
ones. Make a large cross going from corner to corner
of each square using red lurex or blue lurex thread.
Change to gold lurex thread and stitch a small up-
right cross over the centre of each ‘X’. 

Stitch the borders using gold lurex for the narrow
one and ivory for the wide one. Mount into the card
with a piece of shiny gold paper or card behind the
stitching for added sparkle. 

This square design is very easy to stitch, and looks
lovely in Christmas colours with a nice mix of plain
and lurex yarns.



Festive Pockets
By Christine Robinson
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Creative Die-Cuts and Borders: CDT509G 
Poinsettias, CB046P Poinsettia/Holly Borders.

Creative Papers: SR194P Pale Green/White Dots,
SR200P Green Candy Stripe, SR217P White/Red
Dots, SR224P White/Pale Green Dots and
SR228P Light Brown Kraft.

Gold Label Peel-Offs: XL709U-01 Happy 
Christmas, ZL805U-49 Christmas Trees and
ZL807U-45 Swirls.

Card: CRE06C Deep Green.

9mm Small Check Ribbon: MTR27-20 Red.

2mm Gems: GEM85 Red.

Craft Knife, Ruler and Cutting Mat.

Double Sided Tape: ADH16.

Sticky Fixers: ADH25.

UHU General Purpose Adhesive: ADH01.

Card Mount: AP75U-43 Linen White.

the top and bottom apertures using a craft knife and
ruler, the centre aperture can be left covered. 

Using scissors or a 30mm hole punch, cut a small
half circle at the top centre of the front panel.

Cover the inside back panel of the card using red
dots on white paper. This will be on the inside of the
pocket and will show when the insert is removed. 
You can just see a little of it showing at the top on 
the main photo (above).

Cut off along
the fold line

Leave aperture
covered

Flaps - Paper Only

These fun pockets look fabulous and, as they are
made from card blanks, the apertures are pre-cut.

MATERIALS REQUIRED:

TO MAKE THE POCKET:

Cut the left hand flap from the card mount and
keep it aside for making the insert later.

Cut a piece of green stripe paper to 215 x 225mm.
Stick this onto the card blank, aligning at the top right
corners. The paper will be slightly large at the bottom
and left edges. Cut the corners of this excess paper
to make a flap along the bottom, trimming off across
the right hand panel. Cut away the paper covering
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TO MAKE THE INSERT:

VARIATION:

As you can see from this cool
blue/mauve design with silver
foiled edges, the idea works just
as well with others in this set 
of die-cut toppers. Simply pick 
papers, stickers ribbons etc., in
colours that co-ordinate with the
designs you have chosen.

Stick double sided tape along the front 
(striped side) of the lower flap. Peel the 
backing and fold the flap up then fold 
the back panel of the card over it to stick, the 
flap will be on the inside. 

Now add double sided tape to the back of
the side flap and fold over. This flap will be 
on the outside, so add a printed holly border
over the join, trimming the ends to the card.

Tie a piece of ribbon around the card, mak-
ing the knot close to the fold at the left hand
side. Mount a topper of your choice onto a
slightly larger piece of green card. Sticky fix
this onto the centre of the card.

Add green sticker swirls around the top and
bottom apertures and stick 3 gold dots from 
the topper sheet onto the central topper using
small sticky fixers.

Stick a Christmas tree border along the top and
bottom as shown (above), then use spare stars from
the green swirl sticker sheet to decorate the trees.

After pushing out the toppers, the backing card
with be full of shaped holes with pretty gold foiled
edges. These can be cut out and used to make
frames for all sorts of projects. For the centre of the 
insert, roughly cut out a narrow oblong frame, stick 

over a piece of striped paper and cut neatly along 
the foiled edges. Stick an oval topper 

in front of this as shown. Add the
peel-off greeting and holly leaves,
embellish with gems.

Decorate the back of the panel
as shown in the same way. The
brown panel is empty, for you to
add your Christmas message. To
enable the panel to slip in and out
easily from the pocket it is essen-
tial to keep all embellishments as
flat as possible.

Make the insert from the panel of card saved 
earlier. Trim 10mm off the bottom and 5mm off 
the side. Slide this into the pocket to ensure it 
fits and then remove it again.

Cover one side of the panel with white dots 
on green paper (this will be the front) and the 
other side with green dots on white paper, see photos
above right. Punch a small hole near the top of the 
insert and tie a short length of ribbon through.

Slip this back into the pocket with the green paper
facing out and make a small pencil mark in the centre
of each aperture. Remove from the pocket and stick
a printed border across each pencil mark. Add a 
circular topper to the centre of each border. 
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Christmas Candles
By Jonathan Black FRSA

STITCHING INFORMATION:

Stitched On: 14 Count White Aida.

Stitch Count: Width 44 x Depth 74.

Card Mount: AP02P-SB White/Grey.

Stranded Cotton: See Colour Chart.

BACK STITCH - ONE STRAND

830 DK Olive (Leaves/Candles) 845 1614
646 Grey (Flowers) 1040 1813
902 Deep Red (Lettering) 897 514

DMC ANCHOR MADEIRA

For a smaller version of this pretty design, stitch 
a single candle and flower. It fits neatly into an arch
topped window card (AP56U-30). Note only part of
this 100mm x 210mm card is shown. 

Stitch the right hand candle with the flower, 
bud and leaves as shown on the chart, but make 
the bottom section of the candle two stitches longer.
Then add the small leaf from just under the bud 
on the left hand flower, placing it as shown in the
small photo.

Jonathan has been designing cross stitch
images professionally for over 18 years. See
more of his designs at www.classic-stitch.com

Use two strands for
the cross stitch following
the colours on the stitch
chart on the following
page.

Use one strand for the
backstitch and for the
stitched wording follow-
ing the colours on the
chart (below right). 

http://www.classic-stitch.com
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DMC ANCHOR MADEIRA



Christmas Tag Box
By Debbie Brothwood
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Candy Christmas Papers: 
SR176P, SR177P, SR178P and SR179P.

Selection of Ribbons: MTR18-61 Green, 
MTR19-10 Rose & -40 Pale Blue, MTR39-10 
Rose & -40 Pale Blue, MTR14-15 Magenta.

25mm Black Organza Ribbon x 80cm.

Gold Label Stickers:
XL593U-03 Christmas Mix, XL701U-08 
Snowflake Strings, XL210U-03 & -08 Motifs, 
XL404U-03 Numbers, XL023U-03 Letters 
and XL058U-03 Letters.

Creative Tags: TAG01C-52 White.

White Luggage Tags and Bulldog Clips.

Pom Poms: POM06.

Jingle Bells: TRM19.

Snowmen Mix: CHA60.

Blue & Pink Buttons, Needle & White Thread.

Selection of Small Coloured Brads.

Black Fine Tipped Marker Pen.

Double Sided Tape and Sticky Fixers.

P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.

BOX29-Base & BOX29-Lid.

DECORATE THE BOX:

Fold up the box lid and base, no tape or glue is re-
quired, if you haven’t done this before instructions
are given in the catalogue and online.

For the lid decoration, cut nine 69mm x 52mm
pieces from the four scrapbook papers, varying
where they are cut from. Use the black marker pen to
edge each paper section with small repeated marks
resembling stitches in a mix of zig-zags, crosses &
dashes, and dashes & dots. A bit of practice first on
some spare paper can be worthwhile. Assemble the
paper pieces on the lid, and when you are pleased
with the layout, stick them down.

Measure and cut four strips from a mix of the 
papers to edge the sides of the box. Add black stitch
markings as before and stick in place.

Turn the lid over and, on the inside, mark a line
across at 7cm up from the bottom. Glue the wide
black organza ribbon onto the inside base and sides
(inside only) of the lid centralising it over the line and
leaving the free ends hanging over the sides. 

Measure and cut a piece of candy stripe paper to
fit inside the box, edge with black stitch marks as be-
fore then stick in place. Turn the lid over, bring the
ends of the ribbon across the front and tie in a bow.

Push out a medium white tag from the sheet and
make stitch marks along the edges. Add a Merry
Christmas sticker and glue the tag underneath the
knot of the bow, use this bit of glue to stick the knot
in place at the same time. 

Take a large tag from the sheet, add black stitch
marks as before. Place a santa head to the square
end and add the ‘tag box’ lettering beside it. Thread
a piece of green ribbon through the hole and secure
with a black brad. Mount the tag at the top of the 
box using sticky fixers.

Make up lots of tags ready for your Christmas
presents and store them in this box until needed.
Alternatively, you could use it to store handmade
Christmas cards or even just to put a present 
inside. The design can easily be adapted to suit
different size boxes too.
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For the base, cut a piece of
bauble paper to fit inside, add
stitch marks and glue in place.
Decorate a medium tag and with
stitch marks, add To: & From: 
letters and ribbon as before then
glue in place at an angle towards
the top of the base (see right).

TO MAKE THE TAGS:

Use a selection of tags from 
the sheet along with white lug-
gage tags, or tags cut to different 
sizes from white card so you 
have a lovely selection. 

Decorate these in the same 
style, using the papers and 
marker pen. Then, try using 
different coloured ribbons, 
peel offs, pom poms, bells, 
buttons (stitch these in place), 
bulldog clips, brads and 
wooden motifs to create 
enough tags to fill the box. 

Most of the tags here are 
self explanatory, look closely for 
white peel off stickers that 
just give a bit of detail, 
like snowflake strings 
or stars across a 
background.

These To: & From: tags (below) have no 
background paper just for variety, the ribbon 
gives them a pretty decorative touch of 
colour. 

Use ribbons 
through the 
tag holes with 
either string, 
buttons, bells 
or brads to add 
interest. Small 
decorative bull-
dog clips can be 
used to hold loose 
pieces together. 

This tag (right) has 
a paper pocket 

along the bot-
tom with a 
smaller tag 
tucked into it, 
which looks 
very sweet.

Now you just 
have to wait for 
Christmas to 
use your lovely 
box of tags!



Christmas Crackers
By Lesley Ansell
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Creative Paper: SR111P Grey 
Scrolls x2, CP172S White/Silver.

Card: CH009 Astralux Black 
and CEM03 Linen White.

Peel-Off Stickers: ZL629U-53 
Poinsettias, ZL649U-53 
Borders, ZL628U-53 Stars 
and XL750U-03 Wording.

15mm Sparkly Ribbon: 
MTR10-85 Black is Similar, 
but with no Sparkles.

Clear Acetate: PET01.

Sizzix Die-Cut Swirl (optional).

Tracing Paper, Pencil and Ruler.

Craft Knife and Cutting Mat.

Double Sided Tape and Sticky Fixers.

Spray Adhesive: ADH15 and UHU Glue: ADH01.

Card Mount: SF01U-43 Linen White.

TO MAKE THE EASEL CARD:

Place the unfolded card with the front panel to-
wards you, and the fold line going from side to side.
Score a horizontal line across the centre of the front
panel, fold then unfold along the score line.

Cut two 69mm x 198mm panels of black Astralux
and two 63mm x 192mm panels of white/silver paper
and stick the paper centrally onto the black card.

Stick these panels centrally onto each half of the
front panel, the white card will show all around each
of the panels (see photo above).

Cover the inside of the back panel with grey 
scrolls paper. Cut 203mm long strips of card to 
make a stopper; linen white 20mm wide, Astralux
black 30mm wide & black again at 10mm wide. 

Stick the strips together one on top of the other,
with the widest at the bottom and narrowest on top
and mount onto the back inside panel at 20mm from
the open edge using sticky fixers. 

I’ve used the waste material from around the rope
borders to decorate the strip as it is pretty and deli-
cate. Run a length of this border along both sides of
each black strip and decorate the middle of the top
black strip with stars, and some of the curved lines
from the poinsettia sheet. 

Add a Happy Christ-
mas sticker and a 
couple of black stars
onto the corner of the
grey scrolls paper in 
the position shown.
Add little motifs and
stars to the corners 
of both panels on the
front of the card (see
photo above) except 
at the two corners
where the cracker will
be added later. 

Fold the front panel
along the score line 
and tuck it behind the
stopper.
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VARIATIONS:

I’ve made these two designs in traditional Christ-
mas colours using the same paper for each back-
ground but different paper and decorations for the
crackers. The background papers are SR103P cream
scrolls and SR104P cream holly.

Previous Page: The cracker is made from SR163P
with green & gold ribbons, the borders are mirri with 
a red sticker border on top. The poinsettias are in
red and green with some die-cut holly behind.

Above: This one is less glitzy, it’s made from some
two-tone green holly paper I already had and a die-
cut poinsettia.

Actual Size

Half-Diamond

T
a

b
T
a

b

Half-Diamond

TO MAKE THE CRACKER:

Cut a piece of grey scrolls 
paper to 240 x 270mm. Fold the 
paper in half (white side in) so it’s 
135 x 240mm, and stick together 
using spray adhesive.

Trace the half cracker from 
the diagram using a ruler to keep 
the lines straight. Place the trac-
ing at the top of the scroll paper, 
it should fit nicely at the sides 
and cover to half way down. 

Re-trace over the lines to 
transfer them using a ruler, 
then flip the tracing over from 
top to bottom and align with 
the lower edge of the scroll paper. Re-trace to draw
the other end of the cracker onto the paper. Cut out
using a knife and ruler to keep the lines straight. 

Roll the cracker to get the paper curving into the
right shape and to get an idea of how it goes. The
tabs need to tuck inside as you roll and the half dia-
mond shapes at the sides will make a whole diamond
when it’s lined up correctly. While it’s curved, note
which side of the tabs need double sided tape. Un-
roll, and add the d/s tape to the tabs. 

Peel the backing from the tape on one tab only,
and just lift, then fold one corner of the backing on
the other two pieces. Roll the cracker up and stick
the first tab in place when it is in line, then peel the
backing and stick each tab 
in turn.

Squeeze the two ends 
of the cracker in at the 
diamond shapes then tie 
a length of 15mm ribbon 
around each dip and into a 
bow. I’ve used a Sizzix die 
to punch out a couple of 
swirls from black Astralux 
and curved these around 
the cracker, the new swirls 
stickers ZL807U-42 would 
make a pretty alternative. 

Add two lines of borders 
around each end of the 
cracker. Stick one poinsettia 
back, one front and a small 
four leaved piece from the 
back sheet onto acetate. 
Cut these out and layer up 
using a small fixer at each 
centre and then add to the 
cracker using d/s tape.

Stick the cracker onto the 
card at an angle (see main 
photo) using UHU glue. 



Patchwork Borders
By Ginny Adams
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Creative Paper: SR066P Blue Snowflakes,
SR158P Dark Blue Snowflakes, SR172P Snowy
Texture and SR164P Blue Stars.

Scrap of White or White Pearl Card.

Die Cut Trees: PK380 Mixed Pack.

Peel Off Stickers: ZL525U-57 Words and Motifs,
XL500U-02 Borders and XL774U-07 Gem Dots.

Sequin Stars: SQN08 Silver.

3mm Ribbon: MTR39-40 Light Blue and 
MTR39-47 Royal Blue.

Tracing Paper and Pencil. 

Embossing Tool and Hole Punch.

Craft Knife, Cutting Mat and Ruler.

Double Sided Tape: ADH13.

Sticky Fixers: ADH18.

Card Mount: SF10U-30 Creative Smooth White.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Mark a backwards ‘L’ lightly onto the card front as
follows, making sure the lines are absolutely parallel
with the card edges. Make a pencil line across the
panel at 5cm from the bottom, then mark a line down

from the top of the card to this line at 5mm in from
the open side of the card.

Cut 2cm wide strips of paper to the following
lengths; 4cm of dark snowflake, 6cm of blue snow-
flake, and 10cm of snowy texture. Cut a 4cm square
of snowy texture paper too. Cover the backs of all
these pieces with double sided tape. 

Mark each strip along both sides (on the back) 
at the intervals shown by the measurements next to
the short red lines on the diagram (left). 

Place a ruler across each strip at the marks and
cut into triangles as shown by the diagonal lines. On
both the snowflake strips, cut the larger triangles in
half as shown by the dotted lines. 

Mark all four edges of the snowy square along the
centre (2cm from all corners). Mark the diagonal lines
and 2cm square at the top left corner as shown then
trim along all the lines, you only need to keep the
large arrow shaped piece from this square.

Now place the patchwork pieces onto the card
using the marked lines for placement. Keeping them
square and straight is easiest done by cutting a large 

2cm 4cm

2cm

4cm

8cm

2cm

6cm

4cm Square

2cm

2cm2cm

2cm

2cm

XX

These cards are simple to make, using die-cut
trees and triangles of paper. The patchwork borders
are great for using up lots of little bits of paper left
over from other projects.
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VARIATIONS:

Above: This uses the same idea but a slightly differ-
ent pattern, simply cut the paper into squares then
into halves and quarters. The tree has been given
extra sparkle with clear micro glitter.

Left: Similar to the main card, but using silver Mirri 
for the tree with purple scrolls behind (SR113P). The
border is made from the same purple scrolls and
SR086P lilac stars with SR117P blue/lilac gradient.

backwards ‘L’ into a spare piece of card and taping it
over the card front along the marked lines, then you
can simply butt the pieces into place against it. 

Peel the backing from the tape on the arrow
shaped piece and stick it in place with the point
marked ‘X’ fitting against the inside corner of the ‘L’. 

Continue making the patchwork border using the
photo for colours and positions. Work up the card
starting with a dark triangle butting against the corner
piece already in place, then a blue triangle butting
against that. Slip the next blue piece into place with
the backing still on to check the fit before sticking the
large snowy triangle in place. Continue the patchwork
to the top in this way. Work the horizontal strip from
the corner piece to the fold in the same way.

Use medium border stickers to go over the joins
between all the pieces and to add a line diagonally
across the snowy corner piece as shown. Add a strip
around the outer edges of the patchwork ‘L’ covering
the ends of all the pieces.

Use a narrow border to make another line around
the patchwork at about 2mm out, except along the
fold line where there is not enough space for it.

From the gem dots sheet, choose dots with silver
edges and place one at each corner on this border.
Choose blue rimmed dots to stick onto the centre of
each large snowy patchwork triangle, except the one
covered by the pot of the tree, as shown.

For the dot border along the fold, make a light
mark 2.5mm from the top, then at 20mm intervals
from this mark. The middle of the silver dot at the top
of the patchwork border should be about 20mm from
the last mark. 

Add five blue rimmed dots, each with the centre on
a mark then cut five pieces of medium width border
to 14mm long and place between the dots.

Stick a white die-cut tree to the blue stars paper,
choosing a piece from close to the edge where it is a
darker colour and has no stars. Cut the paper around
the tree to make a 2mm blue border. 

Add three medium border stickers across the pot
to decorate as shown. Add four sequin stars onto the
tree then infill with blue rimmed dots. Mount the tree
onto the card using sticky fixers and add a blue glitter
snowflake to the top.

Cut a panel of white pearl card to 25mm x 55mm,
edge with medium borders and add the words and
an extra snowflake. Punch a hole in the corner and
add a bow tied with both ribbon colours. Sticky 
fix this onto the card and add a few stars and snow-
flakes from the glitter sheet to the bottom part of the
card to complete.



Christmas Morning
By Sue Walters
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Creative Paper: SR171P Snowy
Clouds and SR110P Scroll
Words, SR111P Scrolls.

Scraps of Glittery/Shiny, 
or Christmas Papers with 
Small Patterns.

Craft Papers: Silver Glitter, 
Ferro Matt Silver F02A4, 
Pearl Snow White CNT110P.

Short Lengths of Pretty, 
Sparkly Narrow Ribbons.

Gold Label Stickers: 
ZL708U-52 Bows, XL281U-02
Happy Christmas, Small Stars
and Dots (on lots of sheets).

Clear Acetate: PET01.

Peel-Off Colouring Pens: LUM01 (optional).

Tracing Paper and Pencil.

Craft Knife, Cutting Mat and Ruler.

Double Sided Tape: ADH13. 

Sticky Fixers: ADH05.

Card Mount: SL01U-30 Smooth White x2.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

The small diagram below shows how all the pieces
fit together to make the base card following the 
instructions below. 

Card 1. Use diagram 1 on the following page to
mark the window positions onto the top and bottom
edges of the left hand panel. Mark the shape for the
stack of presents (diagram 3) onto the right panel and
cut away the rest of the panel around the presents.

Place on the cutting mat and carefully cut out all
four windows. Cut a piece of clear acetate to 180 x

130mm and stick in place behind the windows using
double sided tape. Add sticky fixers along all edges
and between the windows on the back of this panel.

Card 2. Score a line 2mm to the left of the fold 
line (shown green). Mark the tree and presents from
diagram 2 onto the left hand panel next to your new
score line and cut around them. 

Cover the right hand panel with snowy cloud paper.
Peel the backing from the sticky fixers on card 1, and
stick card 2 behind the windows so the snowy paper
shows through (see diagram below left) aligning the
edges carefully.

Cut four 25mm lengths of white/gold narrow ribbon
and stick one piece at the top centre of each window.
Add a peel-off bow to the lower end of each ribbon.

Cut a 60mm wide x 40mm deep piece of snowy
cloud paper and stick centrally onto the lower edge
of the tree panel to cover the gap between the pre-
sents, marked by a red ‘x’ on diagram 2. 

Trace all five Christmas tree lines from the diagram
and transfer to coloured papers in size order; matt 
silver for the largest size (heavy red & black lines),
then silver glitter, scroll paper, snow white and scroll
words paper for the smallest size. For this last tree,
make sure the wording on the paper fits where you
want it, leaving enough space for the wording sticker
too if you want to use one. Cut out all the paper trees
and stick them onto the tree panel in size order.

Add the Christmas wording sticker to the tree and
decorate using sticky stars, these can be in a variety 

Acetate

Card 1

ScoreCard 2

Snowy Paper
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Diagram 3 - Actual Size

Diagram 2 - Actual Size

Centre Panel - See Diagram 1

New Score Line - Green.  Fold Line - Black.
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of colours if you have them or colour them in using peel-off pens. Tie a bow for the 
top of the tree and stick it in place, or use a pre made one if you prefer.

Cut a piece of pretty paper to make the white present on the right hand panel (marked
with an ‘X’, diagram 3), there’s no need to cover the whole panel, just the bit that 
shows. Stick in place and trim to the card edges.

For all the other presents, cut the paper larger than the shapes shown and fold 
the edges of the paper back to make them look more realistic and give them 
a little ‘bulk’. If your paper is very thin, fold it over a piece of card cut to 
the right size.

Tie the presents with different narrow ribbons or cords so they look 
like perfect parcels. Add small sticker stars, dots and/or snowflakes to 
any that still look a bit plain. Stick the presents in place over the two side 
panels placing some at an angle as shown. 

I’ve printed a Christmas greeting onto white 
paper and stuck this onto the back of the tree 
panel, trimming the edges to shape, but you 
can simply write directly onto the back of the 
panel instead if you prefer. 

X



Paper Patchwork
By Linda Davies
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

White Card. 

Selection of Green and Silver Paper or Card. 

Peel Off Stickers: XL696U-02 Star Strings,
XL698U-02 Starflakes and XL753U-02 Words.

Gem Stars and Rounds: GEM12.

Small Round Gems: GEM16.

Glitter Edge White Ribbon.

Silver Ribbon: MTR12-02.

Silver Thread: MEC02.

Tracing Paper and Pencil.

Craft Knife, Cutting Mat and Ruler.

Sticky Fixers: ADH18.

Glue Stick: ADH07.

Double Sided Tape: ADH13.

Card Mount: SF10U-43 Linen White.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Trace the heart shape and the guide marks outside
the shape for the criss-cross lines and transfer to a
piece of white card. Then, before cutting out, use the
guide marks to draw the lines across the heart using
a pencil and ruler. The dotted parts of the lines are 
for guidance only, don’t draw them in.

Select some papers and/or card for the patchwork,
I’ve used a selection of six different white, green and
silver papers for mine including lizard embossed
paper and some foiled gift wrap. You will most likely
have a box of bits of paper left over from other pro-
jects (as most crafters do) in a suitable Christmas
colour scheme. 

Decide where the pieces will go on the shape be-
fore cutting, so adjoining pieces are all different. Cut
the pieces to fit onto the marked sections making
some a little larger to ensure there are overlaps rather
than gaps between them. Place the pieces so that
you get a slight mis-match at the joins, and leave any
edge pieces a little long for trimming neatly once the
glue is dry. Put the heart aside for later. 

Place a star string sticker down the centre of the
card front then place two each side of the centre one
spacing them 25mm apart.

These designs look so effective and the technique
can be applied to any simple shape. As it only uses
small pieces of paper or card, it is a great way of
using up scraps that might otherwise be wasted.

Actual Size
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VARIATIONS:

Cut a piece of white card to 12mm x 85mm and sil-
ver card to 17mm x 90mm. Stick the white over the
silver and add the sticker words and a couple of stars
to decorate it. Use one of the patchwork papers to
make a 22mm x 95mm backing panel for this. Use
sticky fixers to mount the wording panel onto it and
d/s tape to stick the whole thing to the card front.

Your glue should now be dry on the heart, put
aside from earlier. If you haven’t already done so, 
trim the edges of the papers to the heart edges. 

Stick the heart to the card about 25mm from the
top edge. Add the two gem stars, three large gems
and two small gems as shown using glue dots or
small pieces of double sided tape.

Place one large and two small star stickers onto
green pearl card and cut out. Add a sticker centre
onto one small star and stick it on the right hand
string on the card. Layer up the larger star with the
small one and then add a green gem star over this.
Stick to the card above the wording panel as shown.

Make a wording tag, I printed this from my com-
puter but writing or stickers would work just as well.
Add a silver string to the back and sticky fix in place
taking the string up to the top of the heart. Tie a
pretty bow using white and silver ribbon together 
and stick to the top of the heart.

Actual Size

The patchwork stocking is made in the
same way and presented over a star strewn
background and pretty bands of ribbon.

This colour scheme is quite unusual for Christmas, 
but looks very pretty and works well, so I made a card using
smaller patchwork hearts in the same colours. If you want to
base some cards on this green too, then Centura pea green
(CNT129P) is the paper to use. I’ve included a diagram for the
smaller heart shape so you can try this if you want to.

My two patchwork hearts are mixed with clear glitter peel
offs for the snowflakes which have been stuck to pea green
paper and cut out. The green heart is clear glitter vinyl over 
the same green paper. 
The strings here are the 
snowflake ones in place 
of the stars.

For a more traditional 
version (top) use deep 
reds and greens with this 
lovely dark cream and 
richly coloured ribbons.



Welcome In
By Jean Brown
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Mixed Card: CNT107C Pearl Red, CNT116C Pearl
Black, HIF07C Hi-5 White, MIR01C Mirri Gold.

Scraps of Stardream Card in mixed colours or a
Stardream sample set: STDSCA5.

Images: MP004 Doll and CIM338A Teddy.

Acetate Sheet: PET01.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL500U-01, -03, -04, & -05 
Borders, XL562U-03 Numbers, XL563U-03 
Letters, XL180U-03 Presents, XL136U-01 Musical,
XL425U-03 Footballs, XL443U-04 & -05 Holly,
ZL707U-51 & -55 Trees, ZL487U-75 Tree,
ZL175U-54 Stars, ZL708U-59 Bows, ZL548U-81
Bags and ZL785U-55 Wording.

Tinsel Wreath: CHR01-04 Green.

Gold Tinsel: MTR15-01 (similar).

Fine Embossing Tool and Ruler.

Tracing Paper and Pencil.

Craft Knife and Cutting Mat.

Sticky Fixers & Double sided Tape.

Card Mount: GF01M-83 Stardream Quartz.

PREPARE THE CARD:

Fold the card and score a brick pattern onto the
front panels, see the diagram on the last page of this
article. Mark the horizontal score lines from the dia-
gram and use a ruler and cutting mat to keep them
straight and square. 

For the vertical brick lines, place the ruler 5mm
from the left fold and score along alternate rows as
shown. Move the ruler along by 10mm (15mm from
the fold) and score the opposite alternate rows. 

Continue moving the ruler across the panel by
10mm at a time and scoring the lines. Work the other
panel from the fold line in the same way.

Trace the centre panel top curve from the diagram,
place over the top of the folded card and emboss
along the line to indent the card. Cut along the line
through both panels to shape the top of the card.

Use the photo at the top of the next page, along
with the instructions below to decorate the inside of
the card. Place one of the wide green border stickers
across all three panels at 105mm from the bottom
edge of the card. Cut this at the folds or it will come

away each time you fold or unfold the card. Place 
another border 15mm up from this one. 

The stripes for the top of the background are
8.5mm apart right across all the panels starting at
5mm in from the left hand edge and ending 5mm
from the right hand edge. Start with a narrow red line,
then a medium green one, continue across the whole
card leaving the tops a little long and alternating the
colours, then trim the top ends to the card edge. 

Place holly stickers with the berries towards the
top inside the two green borders. Each pair of leaves
should be centred on a red stripe and only one pair 
is used on the left panel, as the open edge will be
covered by the door later. Infill all the leaves with
the green waste and the berries with the red waste.

Cover the lower part of the inside with a pattern 
of red sticker stars. I’ve used the borders as a rough
guide for side to side placement, the top row of stars
are all roughly under the red stripes, the next row
under the green and so on, for nine rows deep in all. 

The large tree sticker makes a great centrepiece,
stick this directly onto the card in the position shown.
Cut a large pot from the diagram and score the lines.
Curve it from side to side between your fingers, add 
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onto the card below the tree using a sticky
fixer under the centre then add a gold stripe across
the pot with four peel-off dots to decorate.

The rest of the inside decoration on the centre
panel is just made up as you go along, using oblongs
of card for the presents with contrasting tops simply
cut from strips in different widths, layer them up
using sticky fixers where needed. Add peel-off instru-
ments and a football stuck onto white paper then cut
out. Cut a doll and teddy from the image sheets and
add them into the scene. Decorate the tree and pre-
sents with tinsel, peel-off bows etc., and print out or
hand write some tiny card gift tags to add in as well.

The right hand panel has just one special gift, see
picture below (not actual size). Cut the box and lid
from card as before, scrunch up a little gold tissue
paper and add to the box along with the back hand-
bag before mounting. Add the lid at an angle as
shown, then the peel-off items and gift tag.

Trace the door and both the inner and outer win-
dow shapes from the dia-
gram. Transfer one door and 
outer window to red card, 
then two inner windows, a 
door and an outer window 
to white card. Cut out all the 
pieces and score the doors 

as shown. Cut two more inner win-
dows from acetate and add the diamond 
panes to these using narrow black sticker lines. 
Use tiny glue dots or pieces of double sided to stick
the windows to the small white panels, stick these
onto the outer windows, one on red and one on
white, then stick in place on each door. 

Cut one black doorstep and one gold, add the
score lines and an upside down WELCOME in black
letters on the gold one. Place the white door face-
down and add double sided tape to the left hand 
half. Open the card and stick the door to the inside 
of the left panel, half overlapping the edge and 1cm
from the bottom edge of the card (see photo above). 

Add the gold step using double sided tape, the
bottom edge must align with the card edge, the top
will overlap the door by a few millimetres. Add the 
letterbox, cut from black card, and the door handle,
made from the sticker number ‘0’ and its inside piece
placed sideways on the door. Add the hinges, these
are little waste pieces from XL180, place one on the
door and one on the card at the top and bottom.

Close the left flap of the card, stick the black
doorstep exactly over the gold one. Use sticky fixers
to mount the red door, matching the top and right
edge to the back of the white door. Cut the letterbox
from black card and stick in place on the door.
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Cut two small red pots, add the score lines and
stick a black band across each. Curve the sides
down and use sticky fixers in the centre. Stick one
pot either side of the door. Cut a stem for each tree
from a waste piece on the tree sheet and stick one
into each pot. Add one of the narrowest large trees
onto each stem with a gold star on the top of each. 

Add the Happy Christmas wording at the top and
small sticker dots on some of the bricks. I’ve used 25
for the house number, but it should match that of the
recipient’s house if possible.

Make the letters coming through the letterbox from
scraps of red, white and gold card at about 15mm x

A
c

tu
a

l 
S

iz
e

20mm, but varying the sizes slightly. Add a squiggled
address to each and make the stamps from small
squares of sticker background. 

Cut across one of the letters as shown in the dia-
gram below and stick the stamped half onto the 
centre of the letterbox on the red the door. Add the
tinsel wreath over the window on the door.

Go back to the door on the inside. Stick a com-
plete white envelope in place with the top just over-
lapping the letterbox slightly. Cut a gold envelope as
shown and stick in place on the letterbox with the
other half of the white one (from the front) on top.
Add the other envelopes onto the door below these.
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Card: CEM03 White Linen, CEM11 Hammer
Green, FLE02 Linen Silver, MIR02C Silver Mirri.

Peel Off Stickers: XL500U-02 Borders, 
XL594U-02 Wording and Silver Dots, 
Stars and a Heart (on many sheets).

Metallic Thread: MEM05 Red, MEM06 Green, 
MEM08 Copper and a Sewing Needle.

Tracing Paper and Pencil.

Pricking Tool and Mat.

Craft Knife, Cutting Mat and Ruler.

Masking Tape: ADH33 and D/S Tape: ADH13.

Card Mount: SF06U-43 Linen White.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Cut a 75mm x 115mm panel of white card. Trace
all the dots from the pricking diagram below. Place
the tracing over the front of the white card and hold
in place with a little masking tape. 

Place this panel on the pricking mat and use the
pricking tool to make a hole, going through the 

pattern and the white card, at each mark. Remove
the pattern from the pricked panel.

Thread the needle with copper thread and stick 
the end to the back of the pricked panel using a little
clear tape or masking tape. Stitch the upright lines 
of the tree trunk using back stitch then stick the end
of the thread to the back of the panel again.

Work the tree using green thread and fastening 
the end to the panel as before. Bring the needle 
up through the hole at the top (1), then back down
through hole 2 at the bottom. Bring the needle back
up at hole 3 and down again at 4. Come back up at
5, down at 6 and up at 7. Continue working around
the tree in the same way until all the holes have been
used. Work a line of backstitch around the edge of
the tree.

Work the tub in red using long straight stitches
across and down, then backstitch around the edge.

Cut a panel of green card to 85mm x 125mm and 
a silver panel to 80mm x 120mm. Stick the silver to
the green and add the tree panel on top of this. Stick
this onto the card mount, close to the top edge and
central from side to side.

Cut 2 strips of green card to 8mm x 150mm, stick
to the sides of the card, as shown, and add a silver
sticker down the centre of each before trimming to
the card edges.

Add the greeting sticker centrally below the panel.
Stick a silver star to the top of the tree, a heart to the
pot centre and dots in the surrounding squares.

1

4

5

8

367 2

Triangle Tree
By Cynthia Ashley

Actual Size



Pocket Book
By Karen McArthur
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Creative Paper: SR104P Holly/Cream, SR102P
Cream Words and SR109P Green Swirls.

Coloured Card: Green, Red, Gold and White.

White Pen: GEL75.

Gold Ribbon: MTR09-01 Tiffany and 
MTR14-51 Organza.

Deep Green Ink Pad.

Tracing paper and Pencil.

Christmas Scraps, Postage Stamps, Peel-Offs,
Stickers, Pearl Gems etc.

Embossing Tool or Folding Tool.

Scalloped Scissors.

Ruler, Craft Knife and Cutting Mat.

Double sided Tape and Sticky fixers.

TO MAKE THE PAGES:

Cut each of the creative paper sheets in half, then
cut one of the halves from each sheet in half again,
so you have two 150mm (6”) squares in each colour
to use for the book. Work each square as follows.

colour along the edges of the paper, which would
otherwise show as white.

This little book has four pages inside to display the
word ‘XMAS’ one letter at a time and, on each facing
page, there is a diagonal pocket that is just perfect
for slipping little decorative items into.

1. With the paper patterned-side up, fold the square
in half, open it out then fold in half the other way as
shown by the lines. Open out again.

2. Use the embossing tool to score along from the
centre point to the lower left corner then from the
centre to the lower right corner as shown.

3. Cut away the right hand triangle below the centre
line as shown. Mountain fold the left hand diagonal
crease (arrowed) then unfold again. Add two strips of
double sided tape to the back (white side) of the tri-
angle in the position shown. Use the green ink pad to

4. The cut, diagonal edge will form the top of the
pocket and is decorated with a strip of gold card 1cm
deep, trim the ends to match the paper. Decorate this
with star stickers, a peel-off border, gems or brads 
as you fancy. The decoration along the strip can be
different for each, or matching, whichever you prefer.

5. (See diagram 4 for points A & B before folding).
Peel the backing from the tape, bring the corner of
the triangle (A) up over the right hand square to meet
at point ‘B’ and press to stick. This will form a corner
like three sides of a cube viewed from the inside (the
arrow shows the bottom inside corner). 

Push the two upright sides together and the base
will fold up neatly along the diagonal score line to
make a flat square that can be opened and closed.
Fold the other three squares of paper to match. 

Take one folded cream page and place it with the
centre fold on the right and the open edge to the left.
Place double-sided tape around the four edges and
across the centre. 

Add a green pocket onto this, aligning the fold and
bottom edges neatly. Add another cream and then
another green to the stack and press firmly to secure. 

A

B

A & B

1 2 3

4

5
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Actual Size Letters

You will now have a little pocket book with white
front & back covers. Cut a piece of gold organza rib-
bon to about 40cm long. Place a line of double-sided
tape across the centre of the front, across the fold
and across the back panel. Stick the ribbon onto the
tape, placing the centre on the fold so the long ends
are about the same length.

Cut a strip of gold card to 1cm x 9cm, place d/s
tape on the back and cut into three. Place one over
the spine, covering the ribbon then one above and
one below this to keep the pockets firmly together.

Cut squares of the green paper to cover the front
and back panels, colour the edges with the pad and
stick into place on the book. Cut a 6cm square of
green card and trim with the scalloped scissors, you
may have a die or punch that will cut this instead.

Use the letters X M A & S, one on each left hand
page (trace from the diagram at the bottom right). Cut
them in green for the cream pages and gold for the
green ones. Edge the letters with little white dashes
to imitate stitching and mount using sticky fixers.
Decorate the pocket pages with little Christmassy
bits and pieces.

Make an origami Christmas tree for the front of the
card following the instructions below.

1. Cut a 10cm square of cream words paper. 1a. Cut
the square diagonally in half and make the tree from
one of the triangular pieces as follows.

2. Turn the triangle so the back of the paper is show-
ing and fold the two points over as shown. 

4. Fold each side in to the centre as shown. 4a. This
is the resulting shape. 4b. Turn this shape face-down.

5. Unfold both sides pieces as shown. 5a. Fold the
lower point at each side up keeping the edge aligned
with the inner diamond shape.

6. Fold each side of the diamond shape across to
meet along the centre as shown.

7. Fold the bottom 12mm of the point up to leave
about 6mm for the pot. 7a. Fold the sides back in as
shown. 7b. Turn the shape over and you will have a
neat Christmas tree. 

Stick this to the front of the book and decorate as
desired, I’ve simply used some sticky pearl gems.

3. This is the resulting shape, turn it face-
down and twist, placing diagonally as shown
(3a) with the open points at the bottom.

1

1a

2

3

3a

4 4a 4b

5 5a 6

7 7a 7b



Simply Quilled Tags
By Mary Garratt
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

3mm Quilling Paper in Christmas Colours.

Peel Off Sticker Borders, Stars and Dots in 
Christmas Colours.

Greeting Stickers: XL789U-01.

Gold Glitter.

Cards: SF05U-30 Creative Smooth White.

TO MAKE THE CARDS:

These little cards can be used as place settings for your
Christmas meal, where they are sure to cause a stir, or as gift
tags for Christmas presents. The quilled pieces take very 
little time to make and look great on the cards.

Above & Below: The tree is made from 
a collection of loose coils with a quilling 
paper stem and glittery pot (cut a piece of
edge waste from the border sheet to make
this). Small peel off dots are used to make
baubles for the tree.

Flowers: 
Each flower is made 
from three punched 
hearts glued in a 
circle with a loose 
coil on top. 

Candles: Made from the shapes shown with a little gold glitter 
sprinkled over them for added sparkle.

Tree: One large teardrop is used for the body of the tree with a 
quilling paper stem and a glittery base.

Use white cards with a pretty peel-off border to set off 
the quilled shapes perfectly. Then, for place settings, simply 
add the names using peel-off stickers or write them in with 
a good pen if you have neat hand-
writing.

For gift tags, add a peel off Christ-
mas greeting on the outside and write 
the names etc. on the inside. Make 
different sized tags in the same way 
using offcuts for the base card, the 
finished size is not important as they 
don’t have to fit into an envelope. 



Glass Houses
By Robin Lynch
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Glass Paints: GPP019 Opaque White, GPP016 Lemon,
GPP027 Vermillion, GPP018 Dark Ultramarine, GPP024
Light Green and GPP023 Emerald Green.

Outliner: GPA009 Black and GPA010 Gold.

Fine Paintbrush and White Spirit.

Clear Acetate Sheet: PET01.

Plain White Paper and Kitchen Roll.

White Handmade Paper.

Cotton Buds and Small Sharp Scissors.

Glue Stick: ADH07 and Masking Tape: ADH33.

Card Mount: SF03C-115 Regal Blue.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Below: This house is similar but I’ve
added a chimney and used gold out-
liner instead of black for the window
details, trees and part of the roof.

Tape the acetate over the diagram and use black outliner 
to trace the black lines only. Allow to dry for 45 minutes.

Paint in a well ventilated area. Leave about 30 minutes 
between adjoining colours so they don’t bleed into each 
other, but you can save time by painting different colour 
areas that are not next to each other. Always allow the 
paint to flow from the brush into the area to be filled, rather than 

‘painting in’ using brush 
strokes.

Paint the house and sur-
roundings using the photo 
to guide you for the colours.
Allow to dry for 24 hours then
cut the design out neatly
around the outer border. 

Tear a panel of handmade
paper to roughly 6.5cm x
11.5cm for a rustic look.
Stick this paper onto the
centre of the front panel. 

Stick the painted design
onto the handmade panel
using the glue stick, then
place between the pages of 
a heavy book for about 30
minutes to ensure it stays
nice and flat. 

Add the gold dots to the
sky using outliner and leave to
dry thoroughly before putting
the card into an envelope.

Actual Size



Polar Christmas
By Kathy Wellavise
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Snowflake Paper: SR066P.

Glitter Board: GB08A4 Blue,
GB04A4 White, GB03A4 Black.

Vivelle: VIV01A4 White and a
Scrap of VIV03A4 Black.

White Holo Paper: HOL28.

Scraps of Card: Blue Pearl, 
Black, Brown and Red.

Black Felt Tipped Pen.

Gold Label Peel Off Stickers: 
XL502U-33 Fishbones and XL752U-04 Wording.

Stickles Icicle Glitter Glue: STK007.

Fish Picture or Sticker.

Tracing Paper and Pencil.

Tracedown (Carbon) Paper: TDW02.

Craft Knife, Cutting Mat and Ruler.

P.V.A. Craft Adhesive: PVA01.

Card Mount: SF01U-30 Smooth White.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Cut a piece of blue glitter card to 65mm x 210mm
and snowflake paper to 90mm x 210mm. Glue the

Actual Size

In this icy Christmas scene the
cubs are hoping for a very special
gift from Santa. All the bears are
cut from Vivelle making them nice
and white and fluffy.

snowflake paper to the top of the front panel of the
card (with the fold at the top), and the glitter board to
the bottom half. Trim the edges to the card.

Trace the icicle pattern, transfer to the back of 
the holographic paper and cut out. Stick this along
the top edge of the card. 

Trace the igloo pieces and transfer to the back 
of the white glitter card. Add the block marks to the
igloo and door arch using the black pen. Cut a black
glitter door, stick this behind the door arch, then
sticky fix over the main igloo offsetting it as shown
(below). Stick the igloo into place on the join between
the sky paper and the ice.

Transfer the pool to blue pearl card, cut out and
stick into place on the scene. Use the glitter glue to
‘frost’ the edge of the icicles and the igloo, along the
join between the papers and around the edge of the
pool. Set aside to dry.

Trace the polar bears and transfer to the paper
backing of the Vivelle. Cut them out, and cut the far-
side legs off along the lines. Add an eye to each bear

and a nose to
each small bear
using the black
pen. Use a scrap
of black Vivelle 
for the Mother
bear’s nose.

Stick the
Mother bear into
place on the
background first, 

Actual Size
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Actual Size

then the smaller two, overlapping the
mother bear where shown.

Add a fish to the water. You may have 
a suitable sticker, or cut a picture from an
old magazine. Scatter some fish bones
around the water and stick the Happy
Christmas sticker in place. 

The sticks I used for my signs are stick-
ers, these can easily be cut from brown

card instead and you can add detail with 
a brown felt tipped pen if you want to. 

Print the wording for the signs onto
white and/or pale blue paper and cut to
size. Matt onto red or brown card and add
the sticks as shown. 

Add the grotto sign to the left of the
bears and the ‘stop here’ sign above the
igloo cutting the end of the stick to shape.

Actual Size



Holly Parchment
By Muriel Adderley
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Creative Paper: SR066P Snowflakes and SR197P
Grey/White Dots.

Glitter Board: GB04A4 White iridescent.

Tracing Paper: TR003.

Felt Tipped Pens: Red, Green and Dark Green.

Tinta Ink: PGC011 White and PGC019 Silver.

Mapping Pen and Nib.

Gelly Roll Glaze Pen: GEL63 Red.

Seed Beads: BEA12 White.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL500U-02 Silver Borders,
ZL631U-82 Snowflakes, ZL807U-42 Glitter Dots.

Small Ball Embossing Tool and Embossing Mat.

Single Needle Tool and Pricking Mat.

Parchment Scissors, Needle and White Thread.

Craft Knife and Cutting Mat.

UHU Glue: ADH01.

Double Sided Tape: ADH13. 

Masking Tape: ADH33.

Card Mount: SF06V-66 Hemp White.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Cut a 140mm square panel from the tracing paper.
Place this over the pattern on the next page and use
a little masking tape to keep it in place. 

Trace the dots around the edge of the design in
white ink and the scallops in silver ink. Trace the holly
leaves and centre veins in dark green pen, and the
berries in red felt tip. This is the front of the design.

Remove the tracing from the pattern and place
face up on the pricking mat. Prick the dots around
the edge of the design and make a single hole at the
join between each scallop for the beads.

Place the design face down on the embossing mat
and emboss the holly leaves, the holly berries and the
scallops (shown white on the diagram).

On the front of the work, colour the leaves using
the green felt tip and berries using the red glaze pen.

Using the parchment scissors, cut between the
border dots to remove excess parchment from
around the design.

Cut a piece of snowflake paper to 137 x 137mm.
Place double sided tape onto the centre of this panel,
making sure the discs (shown on the diagram) will
cover it completely. Stick the parchment design cen-
trally to the paper. 

Place the work onto the pricking mat and prick 
the snowflake paper through each hole between 
the scallops in the parchment (made earlier). Stitch 
a seed bead at each hole, sticking the end of the
thread to the back of the paper panel.

This pretty parchment design can be used to frame
motifs, or perhaps a little winter scene, either from
one of your own photographs or cut from an old
Christmas card. A lovely way to reuse any pretty bits
from cards you received last year.

Actual Size
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VARIATIONS:

Above left: The centre picture is 
a photograph I took myself, then
printed it off the computer. The
blue colouring works well with the
background paper.

Top right: 
I chose a turquoise scheme for
this one, using SR182P paper on 
a pearl card (SF06C-122). I used
gelly roll glitter pens for the leaves
and gems for the berries.

Stick this completed panel to the front of the card,
making sure it is centred so a narrow edge of the
white card shows all the way around. Add a medium 
silver sticker border over the join.

For added sparkle, use a little touch of glitter on
the edges and veins of the leaves.

For the centre of the design, cut a 53mm circle
from white glitter board. Cut a roughly 50mm square
of grey/white dots paper and a piece of clear acetate
to about the same size. 

Stick a large snowflake onto the centre of the 
acetate, then stick this face down onto the dotty

paper so the back of the sticker 
is on top, showing through the 
acetate (see actual size picture 
on the previous page). Use UHU
glue for this, and just dab a tiny
dot of glue onto each arm of the
snowflake so it doesn’t show
through the acetate.

Cut this panel into a 45mm cir-
cle at the edges of the snowflake
sticker and glue onto the glitter
board circle using UHU again. 

Add small dots from the sticker
sheet between each arm of the
snowflake. Stick the disc onto the
centre of the parchment design.

Actual Size



In Bethlehem
By Lizzie Coope
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Mirri Paper: MIR03PA4 Copper.

Gold Label Stickers: ZL633U-81 & XL633U-03
Borders, XL590U-03 Bethlehem & XL695U Words.

Orange Chalk Ink Pad and Sponge.

Peel-Off Pens: LUM01 (mixed pack).

Craft Knife, Ruler and Double Sided Tape.

Clear Magic Tape.

Card Mount: DF01U-56 Textura Ivory.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Keep the card unfolded, place face-down, and cut
110mm from the left side as shown. Sponge over the
front and inside panels with orange ink. Now place
the card along the actual size guide at the bottom of
the page, the red ‘X’ is the right hand fold line.

Mark the position of both dotted lines and the side
edges of the 87mm square twist panel. Mark the 
twist panel at 34mm down from the top and cut 
along the lines, but not between the two dotted lines,
so the piece of card is held in place. Score along the
dotted lines above and below the twist panel.

Place the card against the guide below and mark
the position of the orange sticker lines. Colour the
clear stickers orange while they are still on the sheet
then add them to the card where marked. Stick the
image sticker onto copper paper, cut it out and stick
over the twist panel (see main photo). 

Add orange borders around the edge of the twist
panel then turn the card face-up and add orange
stickers back to back with all those already on the
card, including the ones around the twist panel.
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Measure down to the twist panel, 
don’t mark from the diagram 

Actual Size

Cover the ‘waste’ from the image 
sticker in clear tape, and carefully 
lift from the backing sheet in one 
piece. Stick onto copper paper, 
pulling the tape away. Cut around 
the edge of the sticker and stick onto the twist panel. 

Add black sticker lines onto the card above and
below the ‘night scene’ panel on this side, cutting
them at the fold lines (you can just see bits of these
lines on the photo above).

Fold the card as usual along the line marked with 
a red ‘X’ on the diagrams, then along the two dotted
lines to make a zig-zag in the front panel. The twist
panel will flip around so the outline scene is on the
front and the ‘night scene’ is on the back.

Decorate the folded front panel as shown and the
inside to match. Gently pull the right hand side of 
the front panel to twist to the night scene.



Match Stix
By Sadie Deamer
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Match Stix: PKMSX808-03 Images and Stickers.

Glitter Board: GB01A4 Gold.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL632U-18 Borders.

2mm Gems: GEM54 Pale Blue and GEM58 Gold.

Ribbon: MTR19-40 Blue and MTR15-01 Gold.

Glitter: GLI134 Iridescent Baby Blue.

Craft Knife, Ruler and Cutting Mat.

Double Sided Tape and Sticky Fixers.

Card Mount: SF03C-110 Snow White.

These oh so cute little Christmas characters make
a lovely set of themed cards. They come as a pack of
1 printed sheet (5 characters: 2 angels and 1 of each
of the others), and a matching sheet of black outline
stickers, the words are on the sticker sheet too.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Peel a sticker from the sheet and stick it over the
matching printed character. The picture sheet has a
nice white background to keep your options open.
You can keep it as a panel behind the character, cut-
ting it out to a size to suit your card (main card). 

Alternatively, you can cut out neatly along the
sticker edges and mount as desired or, as I have in
some of these designs, leave a narrow white edge
around the characters. This last option looks great
when you add the image to a coloured panel, giving 
a nice contrast around the figure. 

Main Card: Cut out the angel including enough
white background to make a panel behind. Stick onto
glitter board and add a blue sticker border around the

white edge. Mount this 
panel close to the 
top of the card and 
add the wording 
above and below. 

Stick a 37mm 
deep panel of glitter 
board to the bottom 
of the card, and 
edge with a strip of 
gold ribbon. Tie a 
knot in the centre 
of a length of blue 
check ribbon and 

stick in place at the top of the glitter panel. Add the
six tiny gems to the card as shown then add a pretty
edge of blue glitter glue over the wings.

I’ve chosen cool colours for both angels, the sec-
ond one uses blue glitter board, with some dark blue
ribbons and borders. 

The other three characters come in traditional
Christmas colours, so I’ve used red glitter board for
all of them, and mixed up the backgrounds. 
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Die-Cut Tags: TAG01C in Colours of Your Choice.

Images & Borders: CIM519A to CIM524A and CB046P & CB047P. 

Glitter Board: GB01A4 Gold, GB02A4 Silver, etc.

Gold Label Stickers: ZL793U-42 Dotty Borders, 
ZL806U-42 Snowflake Corners and ZL807U-42 Swirls.

Selection of Pretty Bows and Ribbon.

Craft Knife, Cutting Mat and Ruler.

Double Sided Tape and Sticky Fixers.

TO MAKE THE TAGS:

This selection of tempting tags is very simple to make 
using sticky creative images. If you make your Christmas 
cards using the new die-cut découpage or creative die-
cut sheets, then these are perfect for adding to the 
presents to make a matching set. 

The main tag is from the red sheet (colour 160). 
Stick a medium image onto gold glitter board and 
trim to leave a narrow border. Mount this panel onto 
the tag using sticky fixers. Stick a 12mm wide strip 
of glitter board across the bottom of the tag and a 
sticky border over the top of it. Stick a bow at the 
top and some dots at each side, these dots are 
from a gold swirl sticker sheet (ZL807U-41).

The others are all worked in a very similar way, 
made up using the sticky images as I went along. 
Try using some of the smaller bits from the die-cut 
sheets (CDT509 to CDT514G), they have foiled edges 
already, so you don’t       need to layer them. Just use with 
peel-offs like these           and mount using 
sticky fixers, they           will look just as 
fabulous.
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Right:
Barbara Taylor, 
Cumbria.
I used sticky fixers, 
to layer up a number
of peel-off stickers 
to create a beautiful
3D effect on this card.
The sense of depth is
further enhanced by
the layered glitter and
metallic card panels,
all separated with
sticky fixers. Finished
with a green organza
ribbon and peel-off
‘Merry Christmas’
wording.

Above: Pauline Demeza, Lincolnshire.
A découpage card with lots of stickers,
holographic and metallic card panels
combined to create a bright and lively
Christmas card.

Right: Yvonne Lucas,
Hampshire.
A side-stepper card
covered in gold paper
with a Bethlehem
peel-off scene. The
star is suspended
above the card by a
small strip of clear
plastic.

Right: Mrs S. Weaver, Hampshire.
I mounted découpage snowmen on 
a background of soft pearl paper and
Vivelle and applied holly sprigs and 
bells from a peel-off sheet around the
aperture.

Left: Kate Gannon,
Portugal.
A découpage holly
basket with added
gems and a robin over
a foiled, striped panel.
Finished with a peel-
off sticker border.

Below: 
Mrs P.A. Llewellyn, 
Oxfordshire.
I made cute little envelopes
from different types of card
and positioned them over the
postbox, then I added gold
peel-off sticker borders, a
green tree and snowflakes to
fill in the rest of the card.

Below:
Marilyn Trickey, Surrey.
A bright and colourful new year card on the theme of the
2012 Olympics. I made the frame from pieces of creative
paper with stitch effect outlines around each piece.
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Right: Sonia Dewell, Essex.
A mix of different style
snowflakes and a combina-
tion of pretty silver and
white papers make a simple
and striking design.

Right: Glenys Lowe, West Yorkshire.
A festive foiled image, framed by a Spirella
panel with gold thread.

Left:
Susan Mercer, Surrey.
A painted wooden teddy
bear in a cute little knitted
stocking on green silk paper
with gold strands.

Left: Kathleen Dewhirst, Carmarthenshire.
A side-stepper card using découpage with the layers
mounted at the side, instead of on top as usual. The 
side also has extra images from the découpage sheet.

Above: Helga Dharmpaul,
Ross-shire.
Using a creative image 
as the main picture, I have
built up a frame with strips
of folded silver paper and
printed wrapping paper.

Below: Susan Gill, Hertfordshire.
My robin is hand cut from different types of card 
and perches neatly on a hand cut branch with paper
punched holly leaves and little peel-off berries.

Left:
Mrs K. Cooke, Notts.
This card features peel-off
stickers and large sequin 

snowflakes. The creative 
paper is covered with 
embossing powder to 
create a sparkly, textured 
effect.
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Left: Sue Henry, North Yorkshire.
A painted, rubber stamped image on
layered card panels with a peel-off
sticker border and wording.

Left:
Joyce McBain,
Cheshire.
This card features 
fabric flowers and
leaves with a back-
ground of woven red
and green paper, and 
a foiled ‘Merry Christ-
mas’ panel. Finished
with peel-off sticker
corners and a foil 
bird shape.

Below: 
Miss L.R. Mumford, Isle Of Wight.
This tent fold card has a large aperture,
covered with acetate and decorated
with peel-off angels and borders. In-
side the card there is a creative image
sticker of the nativity, with a rubber
stamped Christmas message.

Above: Pat Billingham, Lancashire.
I mounted this picture from a découpage sheet
onto a textured purple card panel, to match 
the girls coat, and surrounded this with white
snowflake peel-off stickers.

Below: 
Hilda Potterton, Dorset.
I used layers of creative paper to create
a simple snowy landscape and filled 
it in with peel-off sticker images and 
a ‘Happy Christmas’ message. The 
carriage is coloured in using gel pens.

Right: 
Anesha Marshall, Hertfordshire.
A miniature scene, mounted on snowflake cre-
ative paper alongside a ‘Peace On Earth’ panel.
A larger version of the same scene is mounted
inside the card and finished off with a wide strip
of white ribbon.

Left: Freda Lakey, Norfolk.
A prick and stitch design makes the
Christmas tree and I have added little
plastic decorations from a pack I al-
ready had.
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